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Abstract—Diabetes Mellitus is considered as one of the most dangerous disease it can leads a person to several 
complications. IOT sensors are used to monitor the activities, these are considered as input for arduino. For diabetic 
detection in hospitals urine test conducted after blood test. In this project using color sensor can predict the range of the 
blood glucose level. Normal range of blood glucose level is 70 mg/dl -130 mg/dl(fasting) and less than 180 mg/dl (after 
meal). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Diabetes is a group of metabolic disorder due to the excess of glucose circulate through the plasma. To diagnose the 
diabetes monitoring blood glucose level is most important. Diabetes categorized into 3 types Type1, Type2 and Gestational 
diabetes. Due to the food and environment conditions any age group can affected easily to diseases. In Type1 diabetes 
genes definitely play a role or due to the loss of beta cells, if one of the parents have diabetes child would be affected by 
diabetic too. Diabetic ketone acidosis(DKA) ketone is chemical which creates when body do not have glucose for fuel it 
breaks the fat cells and this creates the ketone. It had chances to harm the nerves and small blood vessels. Type1 is the 
stage of the body no longer makes insulin. Because of the immune system of the which protect the body from infection and 
it will destroy the harmful substances. Type2 diabetes is with life disease, condition of cells which fails to respond to insulin 
properly. Lack of insulin develop when Type2 progressed. Gestational diabetes occur during period of pregnancy in 
women. It will occur for who do not have diabetes before. And it will cure after the baby born. It has a chance baby likely to 
have diabetes. 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1] Dongmin Guoa, David Zhanga, Lei Zhanga, Guangming lu(2012) projected Non-invasive glucose observation for 
diabetics by means that of breath signal analysis. They are investigate breath signals analysis for glucose observation. 
They designed chemical identifying machine to examine breath samples of the patients. To get a good classification 
results, they apply a regression technique, SVOR, to classify the disease samples into group marked with 'nicely 
controlled', 'extremely controlled', 'poorly controlled', and 'no longer controlled', severally. 
 
[2]Ke Yan and David Zhang (2014) introduce Glucose Prediction with the help of Breath Analysis System with Feature 
choice and Model Fusion. They shown that acetone in breath is connected with glucose level (BGL).so that noninvasive 
BGL measurement of diabetics can be done by the analysis of components in breath. They used breath analysis device with 
10 gas sensor. Classified features are extracted from the signals of the sensors. Sequential forward selection approach is 
applied on the features to find the most gases in breath. In order to reduce the interference brought by inter-subject 
variance of breath acetone, global and local BGL prediction models are built and fused 
 
[3] Lekha .S and Suchetha .M (2015) projected Non- Invasive Diabetes Detection and Classification Using Breath Analysis. 
They examine the concentration of acetone levels in breath for observation glucose levels to predicting diabetic disease. 
They used guide vector mechanism to classify analysis and reaction to healthful and diabetic samples. For the analysis 10 
problem samples of breath classified in three labels that area unit healthy, kind one diabetic and kind a pair of diabetic. 
 
[4] Anand Thati, Arunangshu Biswas, Shubhajit Roy Chowdhury and Tapan Kumar Sau (2015) projected Breath Acetone-
Based Non-Invasive Detection Of glucose Levels. They used TGS822 tin oxide (SnO2) sensor for detecting blood glucose 
levels by estimating the concentration of acetone in the exhaled breath. Acetone in exhaled breath showed a correlation 
with the blood glucose levels. Effects of pressure sensor used as BMP180, temperature and humidity sensor used as 
DTH11 have been considered. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has been used to extract features from the output 
waveform of the sensors. 
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[5] Ke Yan, David Zhang(2016) projected design of a Breath Analysis System for daibetic Screening and blood sugar Level 
Prediction. They design the breath analysis system for diabetic detection purpose. The system carefully selected chemical 
from breath it observed by sensors to detect bio marker. Common factors like humidity and the ratio of alveolar air in 
breath, are handled in the algorithm. Considering the inter subject variance of the components in breath, they build 
subject-specific prediction models to improve the accuracy of BGL prediction. 
 
[6] Amanda P Siegel, Ali Daneshkhah, Dana S Hardin, Sudhir Shrestha, Kody Varahramyan, Mangilal Agarwal (2017) 
introduced Analyzing breath samples of hypoglycaemic events in sort one polygenic disease patients: towards developing 
another to polygenic disease alert dogs. They used completely different tests for significance as well as Rank add, 
Student’s T-test, and distinction between suggests that, and located a set of fifty six traces of potential metabolites. 
Principle element and linear discriminant analysis(LDA) confirmed a hypoglycaemic signature seemingly resides inside 
this cluster. Supervised machine learning combined with LDA narrowed the list of seemingly elements to seven. 
 
[7] Marut Buranarach et. al(2010) introduced ontology based clinical remainder system to support chronic disease health 
care. They mainly concentrate on chronic disease care management. Ontology based knowledge acquisition and modeling 
provides clinical guideline. They focused on building of health care ontology and clinical reminder system with patient 
registries. An implementation based on the web server architecture is used to promote interoperability. 
 
III. METHODOLOGY 

MQ-138 semiconductor sensing element is one amongst the amongst metal compound semiconductor based mostly gas 
sensors that has high sensitivity to propanone, alkylbenzene and methanal. Besides, it's some benefits as gas sensing 
element like wide police work scope, quick response, smart stability, long period of time, and straightforward drive circuit. 
The projected system employs MQ 138 sensing element that is incredibly effective within the detection of volatile organic 
compounds (VOC) like propanone, fermentation alcohol and benzol. The sensing element is connected to associate degree 
Arduino UNO that is interfaced with alphanumeric display to indicate the propanone concentration in breath, that is 
recorded. The glucose level of patient is measured victimization clinical technique. A statistical regression classifier is 
trained to map breath acetone to glucose worth. Figure.1. illustrates the circuit diagram. The circuit uses 2 analog sensing 
elements; temperature & humidness sensing element and MQ-138 sensor for propanone. The temperature sensing element 
is wired to input voltage and Arduino. MQ138 has 2 pins for positive voltage and 2 for negative voltage. Another pin is 
connected to microcontroller through resistance. The circuit contains 3 push buttons, 2 of whichare used for reset and 
therefore the different one for toggling the show mode. A 16x2 is employed to display the sensing element output. An ESP 
thirty two Wi-Fi module is employed that sends the info to the cloud internet. the info will be accessed through a mobile 
application. the online cloud is employed for web of Things (IoT) that helps the doctor to visualize patient’s previous 
results. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure.1. block diagram of BGL detection model 
 

MQ 138 is sort of slow and will need up to three minutes to induce stable once it's supercharged on. The output from 
sensing element is checked unendingly at 5-ms intervals. If it remains constant over 5 consecutive readings, the sensing 
element is assumed to be stable. The sensing element has low conduction in clean air, whereas the conduction will increase 
within the presence of dissolvent. Higher the gas concentration, lower the resistance of the sensing element. The 
modification in resistance of the sensing element is mapped to the concertation of dissolvent in breath. The process takes 
place in Arduino UNO. The pseudocode of the formula is summed up in Table I. The mathematical relationship used for the 
mapping of sensing element output to dissolvent concertation in breath in components Per Million (PPM) is given below. 
Our experiment concerned knowledge assortment from 100 patients, the most important sample collected up to now for 
the study of noninvasive aldohexose measuring system. Variety of attributes, additionally to breath dissolvent and blood 
sugar, were recorded to extend reusability of knowledge. A smaller set of patient data from our collected knowledge is 
shown in Table 
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Data assortment concerned following steps: 
 
1) Patients blows into the sensing element device for ten seconds to induce a stable sample. 
 
2) Acetone concertation in breath is recorded mistreatment sensing element. 
 
3) Blood aldohexose level is measured mistreatment the clinical methodology. 
 
IV. Conclusion 
 
This work may be a step towards the event of associate IoT based mostly non-invasive system for precise glucose 
mensuration from breath dissolver. The previous work for glucose level detection that's supported watching breathe 
dissolver levels wasn't generalized because of its verification on tiny datasets. Collected an affordable quantity of dataset 
comprising of patients with wide selection of aldohexose levels. System is trained and tested on comparatively larger 
dataset so, the results area unit a lot of acceptable. The largest challenge was creating the hardware stable and immune to 
environmental factors. Believe that this work provides some way forward for a lot of and higher investigation in developing 
non-invasive and cheaper solutions for glucose level measurement. 
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